USA Percussion Ensemble
USA Jaguar Drumline and Front Ensemble

Fall Concert
Luis Rivera, director
Matt Greenwood, assistant director
Marcus Nobles and Soren Odom, Drumline/Front Ensemble instructors

USA Percussion Ensemble

Blue Burn (2011) Joe Tompkins (b. 1970)
Once, in a grove of tamarisk (2012) Christopher Adler (b. 1972)
Fractalia (2011) Owen Clayton Condon (b. 1978)
Gasoline Rainbow (2009) Adam Silverman

USA Jag’ Drumline and Front Ensemble

JDL TA; Double Beat; Jag Rolls arranged by Luis Rivera/Matt Greenwood
Nocturne in E minor, op. 72, no. 1 Frederic Chopin
arranged by Soren Odom
JMB Swing Show arranged by Luis Rivera/Matt Greenwood
In the Mood; Manteca; Sing, Sing, Sing!
JMB Sci-Fi Show arranged by Luis Rivera/Matt Greenwood
Theme from “Doctor Who”
JDL Street Beat arranged by Matt Greenwood

The Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth Concerts of Academic Year 2014-2015

Monday, November 3, 2014
Tuesday, November 4, 2014
7:30 p.m.
USA Percussion Personnel

+Theodruss Avery *Ryan Boehme +Talon Burks
+Andrew Conniff *Steven Davidson +Sheldon Dean
+Austin Downs +Clint Edwards +Jake Estes
+Cesric Ezell* +Jessica Foster +Caleb Gorum
+Jenna Greep +Molly Hicks *Ben Ivey
*+Ian Jones +Holly Kilgore +Klaudia Larson
*Soren Odom +Jamon Peacock +Ali Pepe
*+Bryant Ramey +Constance Ray +Colton Samblis
+Colton Sims* +Luke Smith +Alex Tarpley
+Dalton Thornburg +Devante Toles +Ishmael Williams
*+Alex White* +John Zahasky

* indicates member of Percussion Ensemble
+ indicates member of Jag’ Drumline/Front Ensemble